SUPERVISOR TAYLOR INVITES RESIDENTS TO CHAIRWOMAN
DIMITRIJEVIC’S FIRST “CHAT WITH THE CHAIR” IN FRANKLIN

Milwaukee, WI – Supervisor Taylor is inviting residents of the 9th District to attend the kick-off of Chairwoman Dimitrijevic’s ‘Chat with the Chair’ listening session series in Franklin. The monthly sessions in each of Milwaukee County’s 19 municipalities are designed to improve communication between all Milwaukee County municipalities and County government while exploring ways to work together in solving common problems.

“I am pleased that Chairwoman Dimitrijevic has chosen the City of Franklin for her first ‘Chat with the Chair.’ This is a great opportunity for Franklin residents and elected officials to meet the Chairwoman and ask questions about county government,” Supervisor Taylor said. “I am committed to ensuring that suburban communities are appropriately represented on the County level.”

The Chat with the Chair will be held at the Franklin City Hall in the Common Council Chambers, 9229 W. Loomis Road, on Wednesday, June 6, 2012 from 6:00PM to 7:00PM. Residents of Franklin and surrounding communities are invited to attend.
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